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A force for nature in Malawi
I’m proud to release our new Impact Report for 2019-20. I hope you
enjoy reading about our work across various programme areas, from
wildlife rescue and welfare to conservation justice, environmental
education and campaigning and advocacy.

Considering the testing times we find ourselves in, it has been all the
more encouraging to reflect on the achievements of the past year,
each of which is testament to the power of our partnerships. I’d like to
thank everyone, from our donors, supporters and volunteers to the
government agencies and communities, who helped to make last year
such a success. Together, we have shown that we can be a real force
for change – indeed a force for nature.
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I'd also like to thank everyone who responded to our recent COVID-
19 appeal, which we launched to support our operations at the
Lilongwe Wildlife Centre. Our team at the centre has had an incredibly
busy couple of weeks with the arrival of nine new rescued animals,
including a baboon, two vervet monkeys, a duiker, a python, a
tortoise, a hedgehog, an eagle and a pangolin that was confiscated
from wildlife traffickers. Your support has helped us care for these
animals - and many others - so thank you! 

If you haven't yet donated and would like to make a difference, please
do. Every single pound, dollar and kwacha counts in these difficult
times. 

Jonny Vaughan
CEO, Lilongwe Wildlife Trust
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Explore our impact
In 2019-20 we rescued 114 animals, engaged almost 45,000 children
in our education programmes and reached 400,000+ people through
our campaigns. Our court monitoring programmes also supported the
authorities to achieve a 96% custodial conviction rate for elephant,
rhino and pangolin crime cases.

Detection dogs trained on cedar wood
Ivory, rhino horn, pangolin scales, hippo teeth, leopard skin, elephant
tail, firearms, ammunition - and now an endangered tree species. The
canines in Malawi's Wildlife Detection Dog Unit are highly skilled at
sniffing out a wide repertoire of illegal wildlife products. 

Read report →

Learn more →
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A second chance for two duikers
Earlier this year our team took advantage of the lush vegetation
created by the rainy season and released a number of animals back
into the wild. Among them were a young duiker named Sensa, who
was rescued from the bushmeat trade, and her foster baby Zikomo.

Learn more →
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Eco-stoves fuel green livelihoods
Using just cement, sand and soil, women's groups in our community
engagement programme are creating eco-friendly stoves that offer
families cheaper and more efficient ways to cook.

DONATE

Show your support
for wildlife

conservation in
Malawi.

 

VOLUNTEER

Join us for the
experience of a
lifetime in the
Warm Heart

of Africa.

ADOPT

Make a real
difference by

adopting a
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IN THE NEWS

#ENDTHETRADE
Join the campaign calling on governments across the globe to permanently
end the commercial trade and sale in markets of wild animals. Every voice
counts. Click here to sign the petition.

Read blog →
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Will coronavirus help nature reclaim the earth?
There are signs of wildlife flourishing in the absence of humans, but COVID-
19 has also slowed conservation e!orts. Read article.
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